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FINAL REPORT
I. SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES WITH RESPECT TO OCS OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT
An understanding of the seasonability and variability of streamflow
is of considerable engineering importance to the imminent oil and gas
development in nearshore coastal areas. Streamflow variability, effects
of seasonal ice, sediment characteristics, and ice-jam flooding all have
considerable impact on nearshore and estuarine areas. This is especially
so in areas where sea-ice remains intact after the initiation of river
break-up. This phenomenon occurs in nearly all rivers and streams in
the North Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas, and is attributable to the
extensive shorefast ice formed annually in these areas. The estuarine
and shorefast areas are presently being developed and leased and this
development is likely to continue throughout the Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS) program. An analysis of the annual seasonability of streamflow,
expected break-up data, expected freeze-up data, and sediment character-
istics are all necessary information to ensure safe and efficient off-
shore development.
However, the higher precipitation and comparatively reduced effects
of offshore ice on the coast of the Gulf of Alaska, together with the
sparseness of available data, have made it necessary to establish
indices of seasonability and variability to allow for extrapolation to




A. General nature and scope of the study:
This study examines the variability of streamflow in all
gaged Alaskan rivers and streams which terminate in the ocean.
Forty-one such streams have been gaged for varying periods of
time by the U. S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Division.
Attempts have been made to characterize streamflow statistically
using standard hydrological methods. The analysis scheme
which was employed is shown in the flow chart which follows.
In addition to the statistical characterization, the following
will be described for each stream when possible:
1. average period of break-up initiation (lO-day period)
2. average period of freeze-up (lO-day period)
3. miscellaneous break-up and freeze-up data.
4. relative hypsometric curve for each basin
·5. observations on past ice-jam flooding
6. verbal description of annual flow variation
7. original indices developed in this study to relate stream-
flow variability to basin characteristics and regional
climate.
B. Specific Objectives:
1. The primary objective of this study is the development of
a characterization of coastal streams in Alaska which is
relevent for engineering applications, useful to the
imminent OCS petroleum development, and which may also be
generally useful to as many other agencies, individuals,
and commercial interests as may have need for such information.
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2. Realizing that characterization of streams in other
regions of the United States may not be adequate to
describe Alaskan streams, an original approach was
developed in order to derive an index for stream
characterization in this study. After trying several
indices, it was decided that graphic plot of the ratio
of the 1-, 3-, 7-, 10-, and 3D-day maximum cumulative
daily flows to the mean annual flow was an adequate
characterization index. This index is a good expression
of short-term variability.
3. A grouping of most ungaged streams is accomplished using
regional and physical similarities to gaged streams as
criteria. This grouping is intended to be a guide for
extrapolation of the characterization of gaged streams to
streams which have similar basin areas, climate, and
elevation distributions, but which are not gaged by the
U. S. Geological Survey.
4. An attempt is made to establish a relationship between
precipitation and elevation in order to better characterize
snowmelt patterns.
5. NOAA and LANDSAT satellite imagery are used as major
sources of information to characterize snowmelt in both
gaged and ungaged basins.
C. Relevance to problems of petroleum development:
1. Spring break-up presents critical engineering problems
which need to be considered for nearshore oil development
and exploration. Logistics and scheduling may be severely
3
disrupted by unforeseen or unknown problems related to
rivers, spring run"'off, and ice. A problem unique to the
Arctic is that of flooding of the shorefast ice at the
mouths of rivers during spring break-up. Satell ite
observations of several ungaged streams in the Arctic
indicate that this event is endemic, but the timing of the
initial flooding is variable. Ice jams are a problem,
especially on the Yukon River. A major danger from ice
jams in the possibility of a rapid break of the jam which
could release dammed water and cause flooding downstream.
Floating ice is also an engineering hazard. Ice jams
will be discussed further in the results sections.
Snow cover and snowmelt characteristics which will
be investigated in this study should lead to a better
understanding of snowmelt rate. The relationships which
exist between melt rate and runoff may also become more
evident. A knowledge of these influences on nearshore
development will be important to petroleum development as
well as the planning and pUblic works agencies of government.
III. CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
As stated in our original proposal, we know of no directly related
research being carried out by others. A bibliographic search was made
using the OASIS system. A report entitled "Environmental Studies of an
Arctic Estuarine System" (EPA, 1975) contains baseline information on
the effects of river flow in an Arctic estuary, which is relevant to
this work. Many papers address the problem of coastal breakup in
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Arctic areas (Newburg, 1974; Antonov, et aZ., 1972; Reimnitz, et aZ.,
1974; Barnes, et al., 1973; Walker, 1973; McCloy, 1970; Reimnitz,
et al., 1972; and Walker, 1970). Carlson (1972) repsents discussion of
the land hydrology of the southcenteral Alaska coastal zone. A regional
discussion of sediment yield in Alaskan streams is given by Guymon
(1974).
Some correlative studies of snow measurements made on the ground
with remote sensing observations have been done by Bilello (1974).
Poulin (1974) used infrared staellite imagery to determine the hydrologic
characteristics of snow-covered terrain.
Carlson (1974) and Newburg (1974) both address the effects of
permafrost on river hydrology. Permafrost or glacial influences affect
nearly all major hydrologic systems in Alaska.
The general state of knowledge for characterizing streams in lieu
of coastal development is inadequate. More hydrologic research has been
done in the Beaufort Sea drainage than elsewhere in Alaska and no area
of Alaska has been or is being as well studied.
IV. STUDY AREAS
This report includes characterization of all gaged streams in all
the OCS areas of interest:
I. Gulf of Alaska
2. Southern Bering Sea




The major source of data for this study is the U. S. Geological
Survey streamflow records. Programs were written in order to extract
the statistical parameters and hydrograph records from a tape containing
all the stream records of interest. This data enabled us to characterize
the seasonability and variability of streamflow.
To obtain break-up and freeze-up information, the standard U. S.
Geological Survey annual water resources data catalogs were examined for
evidence of those events in the record. Some data on break-up and
freeze-up were also available from the U. S. Weather Service and from
the Environmental Atlas of Alaska (Johnson and Hartman, 1969).
The snowmelt characterization was accomplished using both NOAA -
VHRR (Very High Resolution Radiometer) and LANDSAT satellite imagery.
Much of our data have been updated to include the 1974 data which
recently have become available.
Our computer processing work has been additionally aided by
existing programs supplied by the Alaska district of the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers in Anchorage. The selection of the 1-, 3-, 7-, 10-,
and 30-day maximum period flows has been accomplished through one of the
Corps' programs. By determining the ratio of these flow durations to
the mean annual flow, a quantitative indicator of streamflow variability
has been established.
VI. RESULTS
Presentation of the results of the statistical analyses and supple-
mentary information is graphical wherever possible. Freeze-up and
break-up information is tabulated.
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The characterizations of the streams follow closely the character-
ization flow chart (Table 1). For ease of drafting, each set of para-
meters was grouped together for each region, i.e. all the flow duration
curves are in a series followed by all the short-term variability
indices, etc. The order of presentation of the streams is the same as
that used by the U. S. Geological Survey in presenting the streamflow
data in its annual publications. The order is established by following
a traverse along the coast starting (in this case) with the Copper River
and traveling westward along the coast; rivers are similarly ordered.
Explanatory notes precede each graphical presentation.
A. Notes on determination of break-up and freeze-up date:
Since both break-up and freeze-up are variable from year to
year and depend greatly upon weather conditions, it is not
possible to arrive at an average single date of freeze-up
or break-up. Rather, a most likely 10-day period for each
annual event is determined from the streamflow data. Freeze-
up is determined by the period, usually in October or November,
when the streamflow record is monotonically decreasing for
10 consecutive days; or, if there is a field note describing
the termination of streamgage function due to ice formation,
that data is used as the mid-date of the 10-day freezing
period. Freeze-up is difficult to determine because its
occurrence in the steamflow records is much more subtle and
few direct observations of the freezing date are available.
Break-up, in this description, is used in the broadest
sense of the term, implying snowmelt runoff initiation as
well as the break-up of river ice. Break-up was determined to
7
TABLE 1
FLOW CHART - OCS STREAM CHARACTERIZATION
I U.S. Geological Survey Streamflow Data I
Extreme Hydrographs:
Record High Year, Record Low Year





Short Term Va ri abi li ty Index
1-,3-,7-,10-, 3D-Day Duration Series




I Range (over complete-cfuration serie5J1
LTotal Stream Characterization=]
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be that period of the streamflow record during which the
discharge begins a steady increase after having reached minimum
discharge for the year. Because this is an indirect method
of determining break-up and freeze-up, it is very possible
that the measurements involve instances of error. This is
another reason why the term "most probably period" of break-up
or freeze-up is used instead of attempting to narrow the
estimates to a single mean date. The stated ranges will be
the mean lO-day period during which the streamflow record
indicated a snowmelt flow contribution or a steady decline to
a baseflow condition.
Variations from this method of determining the break-up
dates may occur in river analysis if other direct observations
are used as input, such as LANDSAT or NOAA satell ite imagery.
Satellites were used to aid break-up determinations for large
or rapidly responsive rivers such as the Yukon and the
Kvichak Rivers. In these streams, flow is large all year.
Large changes in stage and flow volume can take place in a
river such as the Yukon, before the ice is swept away or
broken. According to the empirical definition of break-up in
this study, the Yukon River should have been ice-free and
flowing by April 26-May 5, 1975. From satellite imagery it is
evident that the Yukon was still ice covered in Alaska on May 8
and was not ice-free in the Yukon flats until on or about May 12
Ice often persists as much as a week or two later in the lower
Yukon nearer the delta than it does upstream. Other large
rivers may also be subject to large increases in stage over
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its minimum level before the ice is removed, especially the
Kuskokwim, Kobuk, Copper, Susitna, Kvichak, and Wood Rivers.
The method of estimating break-up and freeze-up is only
useful after 1965. Before this period, gages were not usually
in operation before break-up in the spring, and were removed
before freeze-up in autumn. Estimates were usually poor when
ice cover prevailed since ice affected the stage-discharge
relationship. Records of break-up and freeze-up dates are
shown in Table 2 and additional records of freeze-up and
break-up from the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (1964) are
presented in Table 3 for further historical information.
B. Hypsometric curves:
These curves (Figures 1-3), which are essentially area-
altitude curves, relate the horizontal cross-sectional area
of a drainage basin to relative elevation above the basin
mouth. Through use of dimensionless parameters (a/A = area
of interest/Total basin area, h/H height of interest/highest
elevation), curves can be read and compared irrespective of
true scale. Curves show distinctive differences both in form
and proportionate area below the curve. Further development
of the uses of thehypsometric curve is discussed by Strahler,
1952.
Practical applications of hypsometric curves have value
in many areas. The area-altitude relation provides a means of
estimating the mean depth of snow over a basin, or its
water equivalent. Because precipitation normally increases
with elevation, the hypsometric curve can be used to estimate
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TABLE 2
1976 Tabulation of Breakup and Freezeup Dates
of Alaskan Coastal Rivers
Determined from Streamflow Measurements
Most Probable Most Probable
Break-Up Freeze-Up
River Name Dates Dates Other Data Comments
Copper R. May 3-12 Oct. 17-26
Power Cr. Apr. 23-May 2 Nov. 24-Dec. 3 Fluctuations
throughout winter
Olsen Bay Cr. (W.fork) Apr. 12-21 Nov. 18-27
Nellie Juan R. Apr. 25-May 4 Nov. 14-23
Resurrection R. (Seward) Apr. 23-May 2 Nov. 10-19
Lowell Cr. Apr. 26-May 5 Nov. 26-Dec. 5
~ Spruce Cr. Insufficient record
length
Bradl ey R. May 4-13 Nov. 4-13
Anchor R. Apr. 18-27 Nov. 4-13
Ninilchik R. Apr. 17-26 Nov. 6-15
Kasilof R. Apr. 5-14 Nov. 3-12 4/13 breakup Difficult to determine
USWS 16-yr. avg. from record
Kenai R. (Soldotna) Apr. 22-May 1 Nov. 5-14 4/16 breakup
USWS 15-yr. avg.
Resurrection Cr. (Hope) Apr. 22-May 1 Nov. 1-10
Glacier Cr. Apr. 10-19 Nov. 7-16
Campbe11 Cr. Apr. 22-May 1 Nov. 5-14 Freeze-up difficult
to determi ne
Chester Cr. Apr. 9-18 Oct. 31-Nov. 9
Ship Cr. (Elmendorf) Apr. 3D-May 9 Dec. 3-12 Power plant probably
affects freeze-up
Eagle R. May 4-13 Nov. 1~10
Knik R. Apr. 24-May 3 Oct. 26-Nov. 4
Matanuska R. Apr. 26~May 4 Oct. 24-Nov. 3
TABLE 2 Continued
Most Probable Most Probable
Break-Up Freeze-Up
River Name Dates Dates Other Data Comments
Little Susitna R. May 2-11 Oct. 22-Nov. 1
Susitna R. (Gold Cr.) May 5-14 Oct. 16-25 5/9 breakup
USWS 9-yr. avg.
@Talkeetna
Chakachatna R. May 16-25 Oct. 16-25
Terror R. No freeze cycle
detectable
Myrtle Cr. Mar. 24-Apr. 5 Dec. 2-11
Uganik R. same as above
Kvichak R. t~ay 10-19 Nov. 27-Dec. 6 Freeze-up difficult to
~ determine
N Nuyakuk R. May 10-19 Oct.31-Nov. 9
Kuskokwim R. (Crooked Cr.) Apr. 28-May 27 Oct. 23-Nov. 2 5/8 breakup
10/30 freezeup
USWS 10-yr. avg.
Kuzitrin R. May 9-18 Oct. 17-26
Kobuk R. (Ambler) May 12-21 Oct. 9-18 5/21 breakup
10/12 freezeup
USWS 11-yr. avg.
Kuparuk R. May 29-June 8 Sept. 20-29
Putu1igayuk R. June 3-12 Sept. 26-0ct 5
Sagavanirktok R. May 13-22 Sept. 27-0ct. 6
Wood R. Apr. 26-May 5 Nov. 3-12
TABLE ]
IUSTORICAL DATES Of I C[ BREAKUP AND fRE(ZEUP (FROM U. 5. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY. 1964)
" __.0 _,.•. _____ ..
_. ----_.•.._------_._._-~ .~--~-_.- _._.......,-_._._------
~.!!!.!!..d~__ I" frcezeull Avg.
Place Waters Ye-ars fie-dod
Averaf1l! tarlie-st latest Ave-raQe- Earl lest Latest Record
._...• _--_ ..._-_•..
.-_•.--- --_.__.._----
Gul ( of Alaska
. _.-.-•.....-._-------------- ._---------
---_.__ .__._----_•._~---_ .
Susj tna ~usitna R. ",y I 4/12/41 5/10/46
""
I lOng/33 11/14/36 12 1933 • 1946
Ta I keetna do ",y 8 4/12/41 5/25/52 ao< 2 11/12/39 12/23/47 12 1919 ~ 1952
Kasilof Kasilof R. Apr 13 3/27/41 4/29/46 ao< J 11/13/45 12/24/48 10 1937 ~ 1947
Kenai Kenai R. Ap, 2 3/18/52 4/14/51 Dec 10 11/2]/51 12/26/37 6 1937 - 1952
Anchorage Shi p Cr. liar 29 Zl16/44 4/.17/42 !lov 24 11/10/35 12/10/36 21 1915 - 1953
tiering Sell
Egegik Egegik R. Apr 14 3/16/41 5/nl/39 Dec 12 11/12/42 1111139 10 19]7 ~ 1952
Naknek NaknekR. Ap, 9 3/19/41 4/25/49 Nov 17 10/17/39 12/15/17 7 1916 - 1951
Koggiung Kvkhak R. ",y , 4/26/38 5/13/40 Dec 22 11/23/39 1/30/41 J 1937 ~ 1940
Dillingham tlushagak Bay ",y 9 4/25/26 5/27/52
""
7 10/16/32 12/22/40 19 1919 - 1952
Kanakanak do M,y 2 4/17/40 5/22/39 Nov 20 10/14/42 12/21/38 , 1937 - 1943
Platinum Goodnews Bay M,y 4/08/42 5/25/52 Nov 19 10/2]/30 12/12/47 12 1928 - 1952
Kwlnhagak Kuskokwim 8ay ",y 1 4/10/45 5/17/46 Nov 15 10/20/29 12/20/38 10 1929 - 1952
Bethel Kuskokwim R. May 15 4/24/40 5/28/52 Oct 29 10/08/28 11/24/51 27 192] - 1952
Crooked Creek do ",y 7 4/22/40 5/23/52 /lov 18 11/0]/39 12/02/52 12 1937 ~ 1952
McGrath do Hay 10 4/24/40 5/24/52
""
5 10/23/41 11/15/52 12 1939 - 1952
Mekoryuk tlunivak I, . Mekoryuk R. May 12 4/18/50 5/30/46
""
27 11/20/52 12/13/47 1943 ~ 1951
Gambel, St.
Lawrence Is. May 26 5/01/4] 7/01/50 tlov 21 10/15/~9 12/14/40 10 1940 - 1952
Savoonga, St.
lawrencel s. May 26 4/25/48 6/17/45 tlov19 9/30/30 12/13/40 10 1929 ~ 1949
Hooper Bay Hooper Bay May 26 5/15/42 6/04/45 flov 12 10/19/26 11/20/41 , 1926 ~ 1945
St. MichaeJ NortCin Sound Joe 9 5/19112 7/03/01 tlov 10 10/10/84 12/07/81 53 1874 ~ 1952
Unalakleet Ullalakleet R. May 17 4/28/40 5/30/52 Oct 25 10/08/39 11/19/37 14 1937 ~ 1952
Moses Point Kwiniuk R. May 24 5/02/51 6/11/49 Oct 20 10/01/51 11/02/52 6 1943 - 19~2
Golovin Golivnin Bny May 23 5/13/40 6/14/39
""
2 10/08/42 11/19/37 6 1937 ~ 1943
White Mountain Fish R. May 21 5/05/40 6/02jJ7 Oct 14 9/27131 11/01/25 24 1923 - 1951
Solomon Solomon R. May 20 5/01/42 5/30/45 Oct 29 10/10/40 11/29/48 10 1940 ~ 1952
Council tlui kluk R. May' 17 4/27/40 5/31/52 Oct 30 10/13/20 11/09/40 12 1920 ~ 1952
Nome /lorton Sound May 29 4/28/42 6/28/48 Nov 12 10/13/18 12/13/47 50 1900 ~ 1952
Teller Grantley Ilarbor Jun 7 ~/12/3tj !i/11:1/3!l flov 10 10/13/42 12/26/50 16 1936 ~ 19~2
-------------_._----.__._-
Yukon River
Aku1urak Kwikluak Pass May 27 5/20/42 6/04/20 Oct 24 10/11/39 11/07/23 14 1917 - 1948
Hamil ton 22 May 22 J/06/40 6/05/52 Oct 25 10/15/39 11/02/38 14 1938 ~ 1952
Azacharak as May 20 5/03/38 6/06/52 Nov 13 11/01/39 12/22/49 12 1937 - 1952
Pilot Station 115 May 17 5/01/26 5/24/24
""
8 10/27/24 11/13/25 5 1924 ~ 1943
Russian Mission 195 May 12 4/25/40 5/25/39 tlov , JO/21/28 11/15/37 8 1928 - 1944
Holy Cross 257 Nautical May 17 4/25/40 5/28/52 Oct 31 10/12/31 11/30/34 J2 1917 ~ 1952
Gal pna 481 Miles May 17 5/08/51 5/26/52
""
6 10/11/47 12/08/50 10 1943 ~ 1952
Ruby 526 Above Hay 15 4/30/40 5/22/20
""
7 10/28/17 11/18/37 11 1917 - 1946
Tanana 628 Apoon May 14 4/29/40 5/25/35
""
, 10/13/30 11/22/37 JJ 1917 - 1952
Rampart 688 May 16 5/01/30 5/25/52
""
6 10/13/30 11/23/45 21 1917 1952
Ft. Yukon 896 May 14 5/07/40 5/22/27 Oct 28 10/14/41 11/15/52 3D 1918 1952
Coa I Creek 1002 May 12 5/07/43 5/18/45 Nov 9 11/01/38 ll/20/40 8 1938 lY!lO
Ea91e 1089 ",y , 4/25/40 5/18/52 Nov 19 10/18/30 12111/49 29 1917 1952
Dawson, Canada 1J97 M,y
"
4/28/40 5/16/45 Nov 17 11/0]/41 12/18/42 12 1917 1941
Arctic Ocean
Wa Ies Bering Strait Joe 8 5/15/47 5/30/49 0" 3 10/08/48 1/08/51 16 1927 - 1952
Shi shmaref Arctic Ocean Jun 22 5/30/35 7/08/33 Nov 10 10/06/39 12/18/34 18 1921 ~ 1952
Candle Kiwalik R, May 18 5/05/4] 5/27/27 Oct 17 10/10/42 10/23/43 8 1922 - 1950
Deering lnmachuk R. Joe , 5/11/43 6/30/41 Oct 23 10/03/46 11/04/41 4 1937 ~ 1948
Kotzebue Kotzebue Sound May 31 5/17/40 6/08/45 Oct 23 10/02/J9 11/05/38 14 1929 - 1952
Sel ilwik Selolwik R. Hay 28 511 3/40 5/07/45 Oct 17 10/03/46 10/30/38 12 1927 ~ 1952
Noorvik KO~~k f. May 29 5118/25 6/11/22 Oct 11 9/25/48 10/25/22 17 1918 - 1952Kiana May 18 5/07/40 5/29/39 Oct 18 J0/1 0/39 11/04/38 6 1938 - 1944
Kobuk do May 19 5/11/43 5/29/45 Oct 21 10109/39 11/02/38 12 1937 - 1952
Shun9na k do May 21 5/12/41 5/29/45 Oct 16 10/07/19 10/25/40 8 J919 1950
r.ival ina Kivalina R. May 22 :;115/43 5/27/49 Oct 25 10/15/48 11/01/46 6 1943 ~ 1952
Point Hope Arctic Ocean Jun 20 5/30/27 7/08/46 Nov 11 10/05/42 12/19/47 8 1927 ~ 1951
Point Lay do Jun 24 6/01/43 7/10/53 Nov , 10/12143 11/27/48 , 1943 ~ 1953
Wainwright do Jun 29 6/07/44 7/26/48 aot 2 9/26/48 10/09/45 7 1939 ~ 1953
Point Barrow do Jul 22 6/15/44 8/22/31 ac' J 8/31/27 12/19/47 31 1920 - 1953
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FIGURE 1 - HYPSOMETRIC CURVES
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FIGURE' 2 - HYPSOMETRIC CURVES
THE KNIK AND SUSITNA RIVERS HAVE INADEQUATE MAPS AVAILABLE FOR ACCURATE HYPSOMETRIC ANALYSIS
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FIGURE 3 - HYPSOMETRIC CURVES
THE KUSKOKWIM RIVER HAS INADEQUATE MAP AVAILABLE FOR ACCURATE HYPSOMETRIC ANALYSIS, BECAUSE
OF ITS BASIN SIZE, A HYPSOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE YUKON RIVER WAS NOT FELT TO BE MEANINGFUL, THE
PUTULIGAYUK RIVER IS CONFINED TO ELEVATIONS LESS THAN 50 METERS,
precipitation at elevations where measurements are not made
directly. The use of satellite imagery in snowcover mapping
is aided by the use of hypsometric curves, making it a
simple matter to calculate the areal coverage of snow if the
mean "snow line" is determined, or to find the mean elevation
of snowcover if the areal coverage of snow is more easily
measured.
In order to more easily use the hypsometric curves,
the highest elevation in each basin (H), and the basin area
(A) are tabulated on Table 4.
C. Extreme hydrographs:
Both the record high and record low year of flow (based
on mean annual flow) is shown for each river of interest,
Figures 4 through 21. This information is available from the
U. S. Geological Survey Water Resources division and is pre-
sented here in graphical form. Although some of the records
are of short duration, these hydrographs provide an indication
of the range of flow of each river for a relatively dry year
and a re1 ati ve1y wet year.
D. Flow Duration Curves:
Flow duration curves (Figures 22 through 27) are a rank
ordering of the magnitudes of daily mean flow during the
entire period of record. The plots are arranged so as to
enable one to associate a given rate of flow with the percent
of time flow exceeded this rate over the length of record,
i.e., the axes are streamflow in cubic feet per second vs.
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FIGURE 14, HYDROGRAPHS - Little Susitna River /Susitna River
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FIGURE 21, HYDROGRAPHS - Kuparuk River / Sagavanirktok
length of record are the endpoints of the flow duration curves,
the range is stated on each respective flow duration curve
plot.
E. Flow Mass Curves:
A flow mass curve (Figure 28) is the cumulative sum of the
flow of a stream over its length of record. Often flow-
mass curves are valuable for reservojr studies, but they also
are valuable as subtle indicators of streamflow variability
and seasonability. Normally, flow drops off quickly in the
late autumn and reaches its lowest point during March and
early April. This is especially true of the Arctic rivers and
those which are in the continental climatic zone. This is
indicated by a cyclic flow mass curve which is somewhat pre-
dictable and is essentially a seasonally controlled variable.
Rivers confined to the coastal areas, especially the smaller
streams such as Power Creek near Cordova, Lowell Creek and
Spruce Creek near Seward; Myrtle Creek; and the Terror and
Uganik Rivers on Kodiak Island, all have high variability of
flow which usually continues throughout the year. These
basins are probably more subject to thaw periods and rain-
storms in winter than are the larger coastal basins. Flow-
mass curves are illustrated by two examples, the Copper River
and Power Creek near Cordova. For the additional rivers, the
value of the average annual flow contriiJution is tabulated in
Table 5.
F. Exceedance Series:
The following graphs (Figures 29 through 37) for each
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FIGURE 22, FLOW DURATION CURVE S
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FIGURE 23, FLOW DURATION CURVES
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FIGURE 24, FLOW DURATION CURVES
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FIGURE 25. FLOW DURATION CURVES
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FIGURE 26, FLOW DURATION CURVES
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FIGURE 27. FLOW DURATION CURVES





COPPER RIVER. X /0 6
torical flow as a percentage of exceedance. This can best be
understood by discussing an example. For instance, the points
on the graph of the Copper River for July 1 (Figure 28) are
interpreted in the following way. Maximum flow on that date
was approximately 260,000 cubic feet per second (the uppermost
dark line). The second line (dashed) intercepts July 1 at
150,000 cubic feet per second. This is the 0.25 exceedance
curve, and indicates that on July 1, 25% of the years of
record had a flow which exceeded 150,000 cubic feet per second.
Likewise the third line (dotted) indicates that in one half of
the years of record (0.50 exceedance) flow exceeded 135,000
cubic feet per second on July 1. The bottom curve indicates
the minimum flow which has occurred on each date.
Period of record (P.O.R.) is indicated for each river on
the upper right edge of the exceedance graph. For some rivers,
the maximum and .25 exceedance curves will be the same because
only a few years of record exist for those rivers.
G. Short-Term Variability Indices:
Short-term variability (Figures 38 through 43) is an
important consideration in the hydrology of Alaskan coastal
streams, especially in the Arctic. Here seasonability is most
dramatic and large changes in flow can take place over a short
period of time. An extreme example is the Putuligayuk River,
a small river basin which is confined to the Arctic coastal
plain. Flow during June 1972 went from 0 cubic feet per second
on June 9, to 4000 cubic feet per second on June 13, then back
to 762 cubic feet per second on June 16.
45
TABLE 5
AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOW-MASS VALUE
USGS Beginning End of Period of Avg. Annual
Reference Record Record Record Value
Number River CFS-Month CFS (POR) Years CFS-Year
15212000 Copper $ 440,200 242,396,420 19 8,343,310
15219000 W. F. Olsen Bay Cr. 799 359,122 6 59,720
15216000 Power Cr. 9,700 2,495,000 27 92,048
15237000 Nellie Juan R. 4,640 1,501,102 4.5 332,544
15237700 Resurrection R. Nr., Seward 36,518 1,551,409 3.33 403,944
15238500 Lowell Cr. 667 52,002 <1.0 15,415
15238600 Spruce Cr. 7,964 190,749 7.0 26,112
15239000 8radly R. 20,656 2,516,850 17.0 1,468,835
15240000 Anchor R. 10,316 1,419,686 13.0 108,413
+> 15241600 Ninilchik R. 6,597 395,959 10.4 37,390O"l 15242000 Kasilof R. 128,660 18,290,219 21.0 864,836
15258000 Kenai R. 121,780 26,833,381 26.0 1,027,369
15267900 Resurrection Cr. (Hope) 11 ,320 633,374 7.0 88,865
15272550 Glacier Cr. 5,884 834,926 9.0 92,116
15274600 Campbell Cr. 2,577 166,715 8.0 20,517
15275100 Chester Cr. 399 44,224 9.75 4,495
15276000 Ship Cr. 6,200 382,945 12.5 30,139
15277100 Eagle R. 13,170 1,507,742 8.0 186,821
15281000 Kni k R. 118,490 35,283,653 14.0 2,511,797
15284000 Matanuska R. 72,390 32,752,329 23.0 1,420,867
15290000 Little Susitna R. 4,237 2,764,635 27.0 102,393
15292000 Susitna R. 196,370 85,475,225 24.0 3,553,285
15294500 Chakachatna R. 62,670 17,308,733 13.0 1,326,620
15295700 Terror R. 1,017 463,929 4.0 115,728
15296000 Uganik R. 9,550 5,247,624 22.0 238,094
15297200 Myrtle Cr. 450 177,919 10.33 17,179
15300500 Kvichak R. 889,000 40,878,420 6.167 6,484,420
15302000 Nuyakuk R. 183,190 44,487,480 21.0 2,109,728
TABLE 5 CONTINUED
USGS Beginning End of Period of Avg. Annual
Reference Record Record Record Value
Number River CFS-Month CFS (POR) Years CFS-Year
15303600 Wood R. 210,000 28,350,000 13.0 2,164,615
15304000 Kuskokwim R. 1,162,200 397,850,000 24.0 16,428,658
15564800 Yukon R. (Ruby) 785,000 1,122,000,000 18.0 62,289,722
15712000 Kuzitrin R. 48 48,970,000 11.0 4,451 ,813
15744000 Kobuk R. (Ambler) 270,000 28,100,000 8.0 3,478,750
15896000 Kuparuk R. 10 199,800 4.0 49,948
15896700 Putu1 i gayuk R. 100 45,080 4.0 11,245
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FIGURE 29, EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF
RECORD (POR)
Copper River, Power Creek, Olson Bay Creek, a Nellie Juan River
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FIGURE 30, EXCEEDANCE 'PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF RECORD (paR I
Resurrection River, Lowell Creek, Spruce Creek 8 Bradley River
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FIGURE 31, EXCEEDANCE' PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF RECORD (POR)
Anchor, Ninilchik, Kasilof a Kenai Rivers
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FIGURE 32. EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF RECORD (POR)
Resurrection. Glacier. Campbell 8 Chester Creeks
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FIGURE 33, EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF RECORD (POR)
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FIGURE 34, EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF RECORD (POR)
Little Susitno. Susitno. Chokochotno B Terror Rivers
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FIGURE 35, EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF RECORD (POR)
Uganik River, Myrtle Creek, Kvichak a Nuyakuk Rivers
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FIGURE 36, EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF RECORD (POR)
Wood, Kuskokwim, Yukon, 8t Kuzitrin Rivers
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FIGURE 37, EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES BASED ON PERIOD OF RECORD (POR)
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FIGURE 38, SHORT-TERM VARIABILITY INDEX
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FIGURE 39, SHORT-TERM VARIABILITY INDEX
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FIGURE 40, SHORT- TERM VARIABILITY INDEX
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FIGURE 41, SHORT-TERM VARIABILITY IN DEX












































FIGURE 42, SHORT-TERM VARIABILITY INDEX
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FIGURE 43, SHORT- TERM VARIABILITY INDEX
Yukon, Kuzitrin, Kobuk, Kuparuk, Putuligayuk 8 Sagavanirktok Rivers
In order to evaluate the short term variability of a
stream, ratios were used. The maximum flows of 1, 3, 7, 10,
and 30 days duration for each year were ratioed to the mean
annual flow. These ratios were then plotted versus time to
yield a graphic description of short term variability. The
plotted values are averages of the ratios for each water
year for the period of record of the stream.
H. Statistical Streamflow Parameters:
The statistical parameters given are based both on
monthly and annual variations. They are:
1. The mean daily flow by month, giving both the maximum
and minimum daily flows for each month, and the year
and day for each occurrence.
2. The maximum, minimum, and average daily flow data
for the length of the streamflow record.
3. The mean monthly flow data, giving the maximum and
minimum mean monthly flow and the respective years of
occurrence.
4. The maximum and minimum mean annual flows for the
length of record.
Rivers with less than 3 years of record are not included.
These parameters are listed by river in Appendix I.
I. Sediment Relationships:
Although sediment load data for Alaskan streams is
available, most of it is not continuous and consequently
cannot be correlated with seasonal streamflow variations. For
a few rivers, however, continuous daily data is available for
one or more years which makes possible a correlation between
63
COPPER RIVER
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FIGURE 44, SEDIMENT LOAD - HYDROGRAPH Copper River, 10/63 - 9/64
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FIGURE 45, SEDIMENT LOAD - HYDROGRAPH Copper River 10/64 - 9165
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FIGURE 46, SEDIMENT LOAD - HYDROGRAPH Ninilchik River 10/63 -9/64
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FIGURE 47, SEDIMENT LOAD - HYDROGRAPH Ninilchik River 10/64-9/65
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FIGURE 48, SEDIMENT LOAD - HYDROGRAPH Knik River 10/63 - 9/64
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FIGURE 49, SEDIMENT LOAD - HYDROGRAPH Knik River 10/64- 9/65
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FIGURE 53, SEDIMENT LOAD - HYDROGRAPH Matanuska River 10/65 - 9/66
\,1.1
flows and sediment loads. This data for the Copper, Ninilchik,
Knik, and Matanuska Rivers has been plotted (Figures 44
through 53) along with the stream hydrograph for the corres-
ponding year of record. All the available continuous daily
records have been included here.
VII. DISCUSSION
A. Snowmelt Characterizations:
1. General observations - NOAA VHRR satellite imagery:
Snowmelt begins in the lowlands of the southern half
of Alaska (south of the Yukon River) during the month of
April and in the extreme southern part of the state in
the month of March. Melt in interior Alaska often begins
at about the same time as in the coastal areas and proceeds
rapidly because of the drier conditions (lighter snow-
packs) and the more continental climate.
First areas to become snowfree are the low-lying
regions of the Tanana Valley, the Copper River valley
north of Chitina, the Matanuska Valley, and low areas of
the Yukon Valley above Rampart, and downstream from
Tanana to Ruby. The valleys of the upper Sagavanirktok,
Itkillik, Killik, and Anaktuvuk Rivers and some of their
tributary valleys are also snowfree early in the season.
However, these river valleys are more often subject to
extensive wind erosion of the snowpack, particularly on
steep slopes.
Snowmelt then spreads to the lower Koyukuk, and
throughout the interior lowlands of the Tanana and Yukon
Valleys. Slowly, the areal extent of snowmelt increases
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through the lowlands of the state, including the lower
Kuskokwim River valley. As the days become warmer by
mid-May, most of the elevations less than gOO meters are
snowfree and coastal areas in the southern half of Alaska
are melting or snowfree. Enhanced thermal IR imagery
from the NOAA-3 satellite indicates that on May 12, 1975,
melting was occurring or complete at most elevations
everywhere in Alaska except the coastal plain and lower
foothills of the Arctic Slope region.
Generally, shorefast ice and snow near the western
Alaskan coast lags other areas of melt. Probably this is
a result of the "heat sink" effect of the shorefast ice,
sea ice, ice-covered lakes, and the overall influence of
the cooler marine climate. These combined effects also
dominate the snowmelt on Alaska's Arctic Slope. The
snowcover in this region is the last area of seasonal
snow cover to disappear and often persists until early
June. This results in an anomalous pattern of snowmelt
in the North Slope region. The mid-elevations (600-900
meters) are the areas of snowmelt initiation on the
Arctic Slope, and snowmelt proceeds in both directions
from these elevations, with the lowest elevations often
the last to become snowfree.
A chronology of the snowmelt in Alaska using NOAA
imagery (of use in oes characterization) follows for
the years 1975 and 1976 (Table 6).
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#2081 30 Apr. 75 Melting Temp. Throughout Interior Some evidence of
Present and lower Yukon and Snawfree area
Kuskokwim Valley
#2093 01 May 75 Melting and Snowfree Interior (Tan. Valley) Coastal Weather
Areas Present Yukon. lower Kuskokwim Effects Domate *
#210502 May 75- Matanuska VaTley& .- -_...._- -_·-:·"-·CooflnTe"l, Copper Rwer First Clear Weather
Copper R. Valley Clear Valley & Interior Obs. of Cook Inlet
Observation Lowlands &Copper R. Val.
Snowfree
#2156 06 May 75 SnowfreeArea of North N. Slope of Brooks Range Clearing of Ice in
Slope Clearly Visible Norton Sound
~214305 May 75 Generally Snowfree 10 Interl0r &Cook Inlet Ice 1n cook Inlet




112168 07 May 75
1I21931fg May 7,








75% Complete il1- Interlor
Enti re -State
S. COast Cloudy - Rest
of State Clear or P. Cldy.
Ent i re-Sta te
North of AlaskaR"ange
Coasta1 Ice Degradi ng
So. of Bering Str.
Sag R. Visible




Retord Hi gh·.. Temps
Interi or
Brooks Range Meltug
#2281 16 May 75 80% Complete So. of Brooks Alaska N. of Alaska Range Coastal Weather *Cloudy S. of
and No. of Alaska Range Variance Indicated Alaska Range
#230618 May 75 Melt Completed on Most Cook Entire State -- -- --.---- -------nrong Wavel:loud7
Inlet Lowlands Wind Effect
*Good Demonstrative Example
TABLE 6 (caninued)
NOAA IMAGERY OF USE IN OCS CHARACTERIZATION - 1975
NOAA IMAGERY
ORBIT NO. &DATE




































13132 23 Jul 75
-TeschekpukIL. Still Huge Sediment Plume
Frozen Ice Still off McKenzie R.
Intact No. of Icy Cape
Ice lead Open fa
Barrow
No---:- Slope Ice Normally Still
Present Along Beau-








#6563 22 Apr. 76 Increasing Melt in
Interior Alaska and
East Cook Inlet















Ice Free Wake S.
of St. Law. Island
#6613 26 Apr 76 Ertensive Melt in Tanana
Valley Lowlands
Interior Third of State
and Gul f Coast













19 thru 22 May Cloudy
....,
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Ice Persists Along Coastal
Areas (North of Togiak)
Probably Shorefast
Me If-Compl efe Throughout






















at Mouths of Most
Rivers on No. Slope
*Good Demonstrative Example
TABLE 6 (coninued)



























#6651 29 Apr. 76
#6701 3 May 76


















#6763 B May 76
#6776 9 May 76
Moist Cloudy Air Spreading
Slow Melt over £ntire State
S. of Brooks Range
rr:--S-lope Melt Pattern Sag~verflow
Evident. 80% Snowfree S. Initiated
of Brooks Range. Sag R.
Flow Evi dent





in Addition to Sag.
Al so Jago and
Sadlerochit Rivers
North Slope N. Slope Snowmelt Sea----rcevery Deg-raded
Runoff S. of Bering Straits
Clouded Everywhere
#6B76 17 May 76
#6914 2DI'lay 76
#6914 IR "
Melt 90% Complete S. of
Brooks Range. New snow-
fall N. of Brooks Range,
Destroying Melt Pattern.
Interior Ala-ska





Ice covers Lake Iliamna S.




















16939 22 May 76 N. Slope still 95~
Snowcovered Shorefast
Ice Still Intact over
Most of W. Coast
Entire State
1698916 May 70 tOTVi 11 ern verctiarme1
Flow Evident
N. Slope Snowmelt Coastal Weather
Evident
#7026 29 May 76 Lake Iliamna Breaking
up
5~laska··.R"ange
17051 31 May 76
IR Image
Excellent Resolution
of Snowfree areas south





~ 11665 (NOAA 3)
4 June 76
Snowmel t Progress iog








N~ 51 ope of Ala~ Snowmelt
Ji 11727 (NOAA3)
9 June 76
Melt 40% Complete on
N. Slope Pattern very
evident
N. S16-p-e ofA-laSka Sea ice deteriorated 100
miles N. Bering Str. 90%
ice free S. of Bring Strait.
Ji7190 11 June 71> Snowmelt Cont inui ng on
N. Slope
HugeFl ooded area oTr








and lower Kuparuk, on
N. Slope





no more sea ice flOoded
N.-31ope
*Good Demonstration Example
B. Regional Character of Streams - Climatic Influences
1. Gulf of Alaska Region: Climatic hazards.
The Gulf of Alaska is nearly surrounded on all its
continental boundaries by high mountain ranges, including
the Chugach, the Robinson, and the Kenai Mountains. Cook
Inlet is also bounded by the ridges of the Aleutian Range
on the west. This topography, combined with the moderating
influence of the Alaska current, serves to give the Gulf
coast region of Alaska its relatively mild and wet climate.
Rather than describe the snowmelt pattern of each
basin individually, it was felt that discussion of specific
anomalies and trends throughout the region would reveal
more of the region's hydrologic character. Some of the
individual basins are devoid of groundbased snowmelt or
snowcover measurements, whereas others contain USDA Soil
Conservation Service snowcourses. In the past five years,
an archive of satellite imagery from the LANDSAT (ERTS)
and NOAA satellites has been accumulating. For remote
areas and isolated river basins, these sources provide
the best and most accurate snowmelt observations available.
Snowmelt observations made from NOAA satellite imagery
are tabulated in Table 6.
Many of the river basins in the Gulf Coast region of
Alaska are subject to the hazard of glacier-dammed lake
outburst floods. These floods are caused by the release,
either sudden or gradual, of headwater areas of the
streams. A detailed description of glacier-dammed lake
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outburst floods and a list of streams subject to them has
been compiled by Post and Mayo (1971). Gulf Coast rivers
on which known glacier dammed lake outburst floods have
occurred are:
a. Knik River - this river is famous for the flood
activity of Lake George, the largest glacier-dammed
lake in Alaska; however, since 1966 Knik Glacier
has failed to form an ice dam and the lake has not
filled.
b. Snow and Kenai Rivers - floods on this river system
originate from a glacier-dammed lake at the headwaters
of the Snow River (Post and Mayo, 1971), a tributary
to the Kenai River. Outburst floods have occurred
since December 1911 and outburst peak discharge has
varied regularly as a function of changes in the
amount of water impounded due to glacier melt.
Since 1961, the outburst flood peaks have exceeded
the annual storm peaks.
c. Tazlina and Copper Rivers - the Tazlina basin,
tributary to the Copper River contains four major
lakes which are susceptible to outburst flooding.
The flood history of the Tazlina River is much more
complex than for the other examples mentioned here
as more than one lake is involved, and changes in
the basin have not been systematic.
d. Bering River - the Ungaged Bering River system
includes Berg Lake, presently dammed by the Bering
B2
glacier. This lake has a complex history and
presents one of the greatest potential floods of
any glacier-dammed lake in Alaska. Post and Mayo
(1971) state that catastrophic draining will occur
in the near future if the ice dam restraining Berg
Lake continues to thin, and the situation is be-
coming unstable. The ice dam now holding Berg Lake
could erode rapidly, thus releasing the entire lake
in a few hours. This could create a devastating
flood which would sweep the Bering River Valley
with a peak flow far exceeding 30000 cubic meters
per second (~ 1000000 CFS). As an additional
cautionary observation, it should be pointed out
that outburst floods are not seasonal in nature and
have occurred in winter as well as mid- to late
summer. It is also possible that outburst floods
could be caused by volcanic eruptions which rapidly
melt glacier ice on volcanic peaks thus resulting in
catastrophic floods which occur without warning.
2. South Bering Region: Climatic Hazards
Although glaciation is present in the Kvichak
River system and some glacier-dammed lakes have formed,
they are not considered to be a hazard to coastal
development because of the storage capacity of Lake
Iliamna, which would serve to moderate any rapid dis-
charges from glacier dammed lakes. The major climatic
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hazards for this region are considered to be ice jams
and severe storms.
A few small glacier-dammed lakes are also present
in the headwaters of the Kuskokwim River; however, since
they are small they also do not appear to represent any
substantial hazard.
3. North Bering - Chukchi Region: Climatic Hazards
Again, as in the South Bering Region, the major
hazards are spring ice jams and floods. Severe storms
can be expected, but less often than in the South Bering
Region.
4. Beaufort Sea Region: Climatic Hazards
The arctic rivers of Alaska have somewhat unique
patterns of snowmelt in the respective basins which
result in a mid-elevation snowmelt and a streamflow
which begins before the river channel is free of ice.
Water consequently will flow in the channel but on top
of the ice. This results in large areas of flooded
shorefast sea ice at the mouths of the rivers. A
satellite image depicting this flooding hazard is shown
in Figure 54. This flooding at the mouth is not pre-
dictable as to its extent and is apparently quite
variable from year to year. Walker (1972) observes
that surface flooding of the Colville River extended
12 to 18 km from the Colville Delta. More data on this
hazard is shown in Table 7. These measurements were
made from NOAA satellite imagery.
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FIGURE 54: NOAA SATELLITE IMAGE, ORBIT NO. 2519, June 4, 1975, VISIBLE band.
This image clearly shows the North Slope snowmelt pattern. Runoff is flooding




AREA (km2) OF FLOODED SEA ICE
Date Kaparuk River Sagavanirktok Colville
River River River
21 May 74 61 15
26 May 74 10 151 50
4 June 74 30 185 61
6 June 74 30 40 120
4 June 75 101 208 219
9 June 75 69 179 276
C. Snowmelt Characterizations-Regional:
1. Gul f of Al aska Region:
Snowmelt along the south coast generally occurs
from one to two weeks after it occurs in interior regions
of Alaska. Johnson and Hartman (1969) indicate a seasonal
lag of 3 to 14 days when comparing the coastal lag to the
earlier summers of interior Alaska. The seasonal lag,
heavier snows (especially at higher elevations), and
marine climatic effects result in delayed runoff.
Snowfall, as well as rainfall, is generally greater
in the Prince William Sound Coastal Area and the coast
east of the Copper River Delta. U.S.D.A. Soil Conserva-
tion Service snowcourses are generally clustered around
the Anchorage area and the Kenai Peninsula. They give
a general, albeit incomplete in areal coverage, descrip-
tion of snowcover and water equivalents prior to the
snowmelt period in the spring. The snowcourse locations
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courses for March, 1976, are given in Table 8 showing
average depths of snow given as an equivalent depth of
water, both for 1976 and for the period of record.
Snowfall is characterized as strongly influenced by
orographic effects and locally variable. Winter thaws
also can melt snow on the ground, and snow that falls at
low elevations along the coast seldom remains more than a
few weeks. As snowmelt becomes more extensive in late
spring (early to mid-May) the snowmelt pattern is determined
by slope aspect and elevation. The pattern is typical of
temperate areas, with melt proceeding from lowest to
higher elevations. Of the few relatively flat, low-lying
areas in the region such as the western Kenai Peninsula,
the Copper River Delta, and the Matanuska Valley; the
Kenai Peninsula and Matanuska Valley areas generally are the
first areas to become snowfree, usually in early May.
Chronological documentation of the snowmelt
patterns in the region are best documented by satellite
imagery. Table 6 gives chronological observations
using NOAA satellite imagery which is available for the
1975 and 1976 snowmelt periods. NOAA imagery is
available in both the visible band (.6 + .7 ~) and the
thermal infrared (10.5 + 12.5 ~) band. The resolution is
900 meters at nadir, which is about an order of magnitude
less than LANDSAT. However, NOAA imagery provides a much
better sequence of snowmelt since it is available
daily. At times, the infrared imagery is also a valuable
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USDA SCS SNOW COURSES - GULF OF ALASKA REGION
TABLE 8
1976 PAST RECORD
DRAINAGE BASIN and/or SNOW COURSE Date Snow Depth Water Water Content (inches) YearS of
of Survey (inches) Con-tent Previous
NAME Number Elevation (inches) Last Year Average + Record
COPPER RIVER:
Ha99ard Creek 34 2540 2/26 14 2.4 5.6 4.7 11
little Nelchina 40 4160 2/29 19. 3.2e 6.0e 4.5 8
Mankomen Lake 32 3050 OELAYED REPORT 7.7 6.0 9
St, Anne's Lake 54 1985 2/29 17 3.4 6.1 4.4 11
Sanford River 37 2280 2/29 19. 3.4e 6.2e 4.7 9
Tsaina River 119 1550 2/26 43 11.5 16.7 12.3 3
Worthington Glacier 55 2500 2/26 56 18.5 25.9 15.1 9
MATANUSKA-SUSfTNA:
Alexander Lake 49 200 2/28 26 6.6 12.2e 9.6 12
Bald Mountain Lake 47 2150 2/28 14 3.6 7.2e 6.0 11
Chelatna Lake 44 1650 2/28 40. B.Oe 10.0e 8.6 12
Clearwater Lake 36 3100 2/28 16. 2.7e 6.3 4.9 10
Fog Lakes #2 96 2250 2/28 18 2.8 6.1 5.6 6
fndependence Mine 51 3300 3/1 48 1.0 18.7 14.8 9
Lake Lou i se 41 2400 2/29 14 2.1 4.3 3.5 10
Monahan Flat 35 2710 2/28 25 4.4 9.0 6.3 11
Oshetna Lake 39 2950 2/29 13 2.2 4.5 3.3 12
Peters Hi 11 s 45 2010 2/28 49. 10.Be 14.3e 12.2 8
Sheep Mountain 12 120 2900 2/26 18 3.8 4.9 4.3 3
Skwentna 48 158 2/28 27 6.6 10.0 8.4 9
Talkeetna 46 350 2/28 25 5.B 10.4 7.0 9
Willow Airstr-ip 50 150 2/29 19 4.0 7.9 6.1 12
UPPER....fQQ!U!!LET :
Arctic Ski Bowl 65 3000 3/2 26 7.4 11. 9 10.5 12
Arctic Valley ill 51 500 3/2 9 1.6 7.0 3.1 12
Arctic ValleY #2 62 1000 3/2 12 1.8 6.3 3.2 12
Arctic Villley #3 6] 2030 3/2 21 4;1 8.5 5.3 12
Arctic Valley #4 64 2330 3/2 23 4.8 8.5 5.8 12
Bird Creek 66 2350 2/27 39 12.2 20.4 13.8 9
Indian Pass 68 2350 2/27 50 15.3 17.4 16.5 9
McArthur 52 120 NO SURVEY 23.1e 17.4 11
Mt. Alyeska 128 1200 3/1 81 29.0 37.5 26.3 3
Shi P Creek 67 1750 2/27 ]J 8.2 11.6 9.0 9
South Campbell Creek 129 1200 2/27 17 3.2 9.2 6.8 3
PRINCE WILLIAM SOUNO:
Lowe River 118 550 2/26 50 13.5 16.8 2
Valdez 117 50 2/26 50 15.7 16.5 2
KENAI PENINSULA:
Bertha Creek 98 850 2/26 48 12.6 13.3 II .2 6
Bridge Creek, lower 122 1100 2/25 ]] 9.0 14.6 10.6 4
Bridge Creek, Upper 121 1]00 2/25 ]] 9.6 13.9 10.5 4
Jean Lake 101 620 2/26 14 3.0 4.8 3.1 6
Kena i Summi t 99 1390 2/26 34 8.7 9.8 9.4 6
Moose Pass 100 700 2/26 22 5.9 7.0 4.8 6
a - aerial marker reading .- estimated N/S - No Survey
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tool for use in determining the melting condition and
extent of melting in a region. Further discussion
of the use of NOAA satell He imagery for appl ications in
snow hydrology are found in Seifert et al. (1975)
and Kane et al. (1975).
2. Southern Bering Sea Region
Four rivers in this region are presently gauged by
the U.S. Geological Survey. They are the Kvichak, Nuyakuk,
Wood, and Kuskokwim. All these rivers excepting the
Kuskokwim are strongly influenced by large lakes in their
respective drainages. These lakes serve as storage
mechani sms whi ch moderate flow and consequently stream-
flow has a low index of seasonal variabil i ty. Snowmelt
still contributes to most of the peak runoff events in
these river systems, however, the seasonability is masked
more so by the lake effects in this region than in any
other sUbregion in Alaska. Snowmelt begins in this
transitional region about May 1. and continues through
early May, with no observed anomalies to the typical
temperate elevational snowmelt pattern.
The Kuskokwim River more closely resembles an
interior subarctic river system in most of its character-
istics. Precipitation is generally lower and snowmelt
runoff is the major contribution to streamflow. Consequently
the Kuskokwim is also more seasonal and is subject to the
additional hazard of ice-jam flooding. No chronology of
ice jams is presently available. However, the U.S.
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Weather Service River Forecast office in Anchorage does
keep records of ice jams and they are often documented by
on-site observation notes and photographs. Ice-jam
flooding potential exists throughout the snowmelt period
from roughly May 1 to the end of May. Ice-jam flooding
can result in rapid, unpredictable increases in water
levels and equally rapid releases of flood water. More
discussion on ice jams is found in the section on the
Yukon River in the North Bering-Chukchi Region.
There are observations which indicate subtle snow-
melt anomalies in the South Bering region. Snowmelt
initiates in the inland ('V 100 km inland) lowlands and
slowly spreads coastward and upward in elevation. This
slight anomaly is due to the seasonal lag caused by the
shorefast and sea ice and cooler marine influence in the
coastal areas. This inflUence becomes more apparent
farther north as the climate becomes more arctic and the
influences of sea ice become more pronounced. The anomaly
attains its fullest development on Alaska's North Slope,
and wi 11 be descri bed further in the Beaufort Sea secti on.
Except for the coastal areas, the snowmelt pattern is
otherwise elevation-determined.
There are no snowcourses in this region.
3. North Bering - Chukchi Sea Region:
Three rivers in this region are gauged by the U.S.
Geological Survey: the Yukon at Ruby, the Kuzitrin River




National Weather Service AHOS/T Sites in Alaska




























National Weather Service Proposed AHOS/S Sites
To be installed in the Summer of 1977
Stevens Village (Yukon River Bridge)
South Fork Campbell Creek (Anchorage)
North Pole (Chena River)
Little Chena River #2
Upper Chena River #3
Nenana (Tanana River)
Salchaket (Salcha River)


















An attempt to characterize the snowmelt of the Yukon
River basin is not a meaningful task. The Yukon drains
such a huge area (259,000 sq. miles at Ruby) and encompasses
nearly every c1 imatic zone in the north. Rather than
characterize the snowmelt, which is complex and best
observed via satellite, this discussion will center on
ice-jam observations and the hazards they produce, and
some satellite observations of ice jams. (For a satellite
chronology of the snowmelt, see Figures 56-63, following
Table 10).
Ice jams have been a seasonal event for Alaska
natives since prehistory. Most native villages are
associated with rivers and depend on them for food and
transportation. Ice jams which flood villages are a fact
of life on the Yukon and lower Kuskokwim rivers. At
present it is nearly impossible to predict the location
of ice jam formations. Present strategy involves moni-
toring of ice jams once the U.S.W.S. river forecast
office is aware of their existence, and warning vil1agers
up- and downstream of the situation. Recently (Bowers,
1976) installations have been made of real-time reporting
networks which record precipitation and river stage.
These new devices, called Automatic Hydrologic Observing
Stations (AHOS/T) with a telephone coupler, have been
installed (or will be installed) at the sites listed
below (Table 9). AHOS/S sites are similar to AHOS/T
except that the data are relayed via the GOES satellite.
These real-time data systems will allow earlier detection
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of rapid increases in river stage and, hopefully, more
timely warnings.
The U.S.W.S. river forecast office for Alaska maintains
records and photographs of ice jam floods. However,
perhaps the most insightful examples of ice jam floods
are those which have been observed via satellite. May,
1975, was a particularly fortunate observation period for
users of satellite imagery, since the two major floods on
the lower Yukon were both recorded by satellite imagery
during that month. The first flood occurred near Holy
Cross, Alaska, on May 24, 1975 and is best depicted on the
thermal infrared imagery of the NOAA satellite. An
enlargement of this image showing the flooded area is
shown in Figure 62. The flooded area was measured with a
polar compensating planimeter and was found to be 2590
km2 ± 5%. NOAA imagery provided the only measurement of
area1 extent of this flood. A second flood, caused by
ice jams and of even greater interest to offshore develop-
ment interests, it occurred in the Yukon Delta on May 29,
1975. This flood was visible on both NOAA and LANDSAT
imagery for that date. The LANDSAT image is shown in
Figure 60 and a map of the area is shown as Figure 61.
The other river basins in the North Bering-Chukchi
Region have no snowcourses, so the only means of character-
izing them is via satellite observations. Both the
Kuzitrin and Kobuk rivers begin the melt sequence about
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May 8-.10 each year. Both have elevationally related
snowmelt patterns. Melt is 95% complete by June 10 and
no significant glaciation is present in either basin.
Relating specifically to the. Kobuk River, although
Hotham Inlet remained frozen until at least June 10,
1975, there were never any signs of the sea ice being
flooded by fresh water from the Kobuk River.
4. Beaufort Sea Region:
The north slope river basins have a unique and
interesting snowmelt pattern which results mainly from a
combination of severe climate variation and diverse
physiography. The pattern is characteri zed by mi d-
elevation snowmelt initiation. The first areas to
become .snowfree in the North Slope are .at those elevations
between 300 and 600 meters. Runoff begins in .late May
and flows down channels which are still frozen and
filled with ice. When thisinitial meltwater reaches
the mouth of the rivers, it. encounters still intact
shorefas.t sea ice, and consequently the water flows
out over the sea ice, flooding large areas of the ice
until it finds a crack or other drainage route.
The snowmelt progresses from the mid-elevation range
in both directions. The last areas to become snowfree
are the highest peaks in the Brooks Range and the lowest
nearshore coastal areas. This is the clearest example of
seasonal lag and "thermal inertia" caused by the presence
of a large area of sea ice offshore and surface lake ice
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on the coastal plains, which delays snowmelt until mid-
June. Melt occurs rapidly and snowcover is usually
slight « 20 em), so that the region usually is 95%
snowfree by June 25. Runoff is obviously very seasonal.
As a further example of this seasonability of runoff, it
is interesting to note that in the five years of record,
60 to 80% of all the volume of runoff in the Kuparuk
River drainage occurred during the month of June.
A NOAA image (No. 2519), dated June 4, 1975, (Figure 54)
shows most of the major seasonal features of interest to
OCS development. Meltwater is flooding the shorefast ice
at the mouths of the Colville, Kuparuk, Sagavanirktok,
and Canning Rivers, and in Kasegaluk lagoon on the North-
west coast of Alaska. The anomalous snowmelt pattern of
the North Slope region is also very well documented on
this image.
5. Additional Snowmelt Information:
Table 10 classifies ungaged rivers by similarity to
gauged streams. This is helpful and necessary since
there are many streams which are ungaged, but which have
climatic, basin-size, and topographic similarities to
gaged basins. These are the characteristics that were
used to develop the table.
C. NOAA Satellite Imagery:
A pictorial chronology of the 1975 snowmelt season
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FIGURE 56: NOAA VISIBLE BAND IMAGE, ORBIT NO. 2093, May 1, 1975. This illla'le
depicts the earl iest days of snowlllelt. Unfortunately, the south coast is
lIIostly clouded; however, the ori'Jinal darkeninu due to snowlllelt is rvidpllt in
the Tanana and C~)per River Valleys.
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FIGURE 57: NOAA IMAGE, ORBIT NO. 2206, May 10, 1975, ISIBLE BAND. About
half the state has now had melting temperatures and co ditions. Snowmelt is
evident n the Yukon, Tanana, Copper basins and on the Alaska Peninsula. The
lower Ku kokwim River area is also partly snowfree.
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FIGURE 58: This image is identical .to that of Figure 57 except that it is in
the thermal infrared band (10.5 - 12.5 ~). This image is also specifically
calibrated to depict both snowfree area (black) and areas at 00 C (stippled
white and black). This imagery is quite valuable for monitoring rates and
areal extent of snowmelt.
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FIGURE 59: NOAA IMAGERY. ORBIT NO. 2256. May 14. 1975. Another infrared-
enhanced image showing the areas of melting snow statewide in stippled white
and the snowfree areas in black. The north slope snowmelt pattern is
beginning to emerge at about this date. Note the Yukon River ice cover,
indicated as a "melting" area.
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FIGURE 60: LANDSAT IMAGE - ORBIT NO. 21363. SPECTRAL BAND 6. May 29, 1975.
This image shows the large flooded area of the Yukon Delta. which was caused




NORMAL CHANNEL SIZE OF YUKON RIVER, SAME SCALE AS
LANDSAT IMAGE FIGURE 60. (USGS)
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FIGURE 62: NOAA IR IMAGERY ENLARGEMENT, #2381. May 24, 1975. This is one of
the most spectacular ice jam floods ever observed by satellite. The site isjust upstream from the village of Holy Cross near the confluence of the
Yukon and Innok? Rivers. The flooded surface area w~s measured usi~g a
polar compensatIng planimeter and found to be approxImately 2590 km ;!" 5.
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FIGURE 63: NOAA IMAGE, ORBIT NO. 2619, June 12, 1975, VISIBLE BAND. Snow-
melt is 95% complete by this date throu9hout the state. This image is an
excellent example of the strong local influences of the oceans in coastalA1 aska.
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salient features of the imagery as they relate to regional
and general snowmelt characterization.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Streams have been classified as encyclopedically as possible.
A conceptual understanding of the snowmelt and runoff process, conveyed
by description and especially through the use of satell ite imagery has
also been attempted.
These characterizations should prove useful for engineering evalu-
ations of offshore sites as they might be affected by various hydrologic
hazards and seasonal variation.
IX. NEEDS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Characterization of the coastal streams of Alaska would be greatly
aided by additional gaging of streams. In particular, rivers which are
unique and should be gaged include the Colville, Utukok, Wulik, Koyuk,
and Canning Rivers. Such gaging would fill gaps in the understanding of
some of the more unique riVer systems in Alaska, as well as give per-
spective to the study of those rivers already gaged.
It was determined while doing background research for this study
that very little research, if any, has addressed the question of biological
responses to seasonal streamflow variations. This area deserves more
attention.
Local studies of orographic precipitation effects are necessary to
understand better this effect in Alaska. There is presently too little
available data for adequate assessment of snow depth increases with
elevation on either a local or regional basis.
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The availability of fresh water in the Beaufort Sea/Chukchi regions
is a critical factor in the orderly development of the areas. At
present, too little is known about sources of winter and spring (April
and May) flow to properly allocate water use by industry and yet still
maintain adequate water levels in streams for fish populations. This is
especially true in the Sagavanirktok River. Water use may well be one
of the major onshore impacts of OCS development, and it is advisable to
get more adequate and accurate information on the fresh water available,
especially during the critically low late winter periods. For these
reasons, it is strongly suggested that a detailed hydrologic recon-
naissance be undertaken of all the major rivers in the Chukchi and
Beaufort Sea drainages. Documentation of winter sources, flow regimes,
springs, the possible availability of groundwater or subsurface flow in
streambeds, and a study of minimum flows allowable are all required to
ensure protection of the fish and hydrologic resources of the regions.
Suggested rivers for hydrologic reconnaissance are the Canning,
Sagavanirktok, Kuparuk, Colville, Ikpikpuk, Meade, Utukok, Kokolik,
Kukpowruk, Kukpuk, and Wulik Rivers.
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~II\ Y ;:>? O. 19'; 9 27 1", '9-r;' 1 ; 1 ,
.)1 , ~I 111011. 1.91\9 17 CJl.., '.973 ? 17 !...
.llIl. {t-93. 197n l? ~R, 1,97'> ;:F) I, ',7
AUG 7t14. 197n 70 31 , 197', ;/ .:; 1 ,:~
·
***** Yi:l\qlY Cl,nH n'TA **~*~
.~~XI'~ I ) ,"I Yi: .A. '< I~ !"11'~ II M '(I: .\ I,
1,,511. 19SCJ 1. ""17,.
~~*}}o~~:c 'vI ~ J\, i\1 ".Hl'ITH'. Y 1=1_r}I;' ']A r~ ~:~ ~:~~: ":: ~:~
Mn~1 1 1-1
·LA X PjlJM '(i:AI< 1·1! All "'111"1 Yi:~"
Si: D ;:>;:>11
• 197', 51\ • 19 ~ 11
nCT 333. 1. 9,9 3R. 1.973
Nnv I") 3. 19'>0 In. 1973
nF': 51. 19,,9 l .. II ',971
.11\.'1 15. 1.97n 1. 1.9~Y
Fi:~ 31. 1.970 1 • 1. g,; qMAR 15. 197n 1 • 1.9SQ
APR, 3~. 19'>9 1 • 197 ;:>M~,Y 1.1111. 1.9~Q 31.. 1971.
.111\1 ;:>9B. 19
'
,0 1. 1'; , 1.977
.1U1. 734. 1971. 1 In .. 1. CJ71.t-
AI) r; 71B • 197n 57 , ]9
'
,0
***~.. ~:.:: /'..1r:: I\i'\1 I\hl~,JIIA1_ FI_rl1d I)I\T/\ \"~:~~::~::':
:~AXlr'11J"1 '{i:AP, '~IAln~UM YF'A'<
1115. 197n
15239000 BRADLEY RIVER NEAR'HOMER, ALASKA
***** MEAN DAILY FLOW ~Y MO~ITH ****,~MONTH l"1AXIMUM YEAR IJAY MIN[I"1IJM YEAR DAY AII'OR l\G E
otr 7i 9!r~--T(f49 -)4 90. 1958 30 431).NOV 13fl0. 1957 3 50. 191)3 29 I'll.OEC: 596. 191)9 ?l 3fl. 191)fl 11) '13.J .... 1\j 30r:J. 191)1 16 24. 197;;> 27 66.FER 165. 1970 25 lR. 197;;> 23 '50.M.... R 150. 196R 3 I'>. 1972 21) 41 ..AP~ 115~ 1970 I 16. 1972 1 44.MAY 1190. 191) I 1.7 24. 1972 I ~54~JUN 2fl90. 195R 2? 1.7 (). 1973 1 722.
•l Ul 2230. 1971 14 549 • 1972 I 10)7.AIJG 5140. 195R 13 507. 191)8 31 101 /+.SEP 6000. 1961 12 184. 196fl 24 81) I.
***** YEA~lY ~lOW DATA *****
MAXIMIJM YEAR MINIMIJM YEAR














***** MEAN MONTHLY ~I_OW OAT .... *****
MAXIMUM - YE:r,~ -'MTI\JTMU,q'-YEAR-----------
1728. 191)9 11)0. 1959
50'? 1957 73. 191)R
239. 191)9 41~ 191,fl
199. 191)1 32. 1974
116~- ''1970 zrr~- T972-
109. 1970 17. 1972
103. 1970 1.7. 1972
593. 1960 87. 191)4
1358. 1969 517. 1972
1394. 1971 788. 1959
11)93';;--1''16/)- -~.. -- 65_6~ -Pi6 2
1557. 19(1) 3(1). 1959
***** MEA~ ANNUAL FLOW DAT4 *****
,q AX! .,mr"Yf:AR MniT! MIHq Yi:AR--
541. 1970 2fl5. 19"2
15240000 ANCHOR RIVER AT ANCHOR POINT ALASKA
***** M~AN 11AII.Y Flrl~ IIY M~NTH *****
-----"tilNfH- -~i.lt\xTr4U M---yF' A,,- If" Y --- -,vi f'~ [,4,jM---;( ~ A,,-iTA Y-
c'-;-----;:-;------- - ---------
OCT 1530. 19~7?? 8n. 195A?A 3~1.
NOV 15'>0. 19~7 2 7_12...- 19'>~ ?l 3.i,?_~_
DE[ AI0. 1957? 4'>. 19'>5 I'> Ij~.
JAN 4nO. 19A1 I'> 45. 19'>A 1 1?'1.
FER -4TATOic-.=---:19'>3 -? f ---5-i)-:------f9.,4----T-~--------T?1.
MA~ 1500. 19'>3 1 ~n. 19'>A 11 151.
---------A"P"'R,"---~?"?-O;3"n;-.--;1;-,9"'~,..,9,,---,;>"'_9~--nR""n-.- 1 9 5 '> 1 3/ 3 •
MAY ?730. 19A4 31 18'1. 19'>3?7 914.
JIJ~I ? 500. 19'>4 1 A2. ---- 19 5 7--;>l,-------3lj~;---
.JUl 10RO. 19'>4 ?R 47.1957 1~ ?7.8.
AUf; ZOllO. 19'1r 23 411-.------19?? ~1:------- - ----???;--
SEP 19'>0. 19A1 I? 103. 19'>2? 347.
--------- -------.-
***** y ~!\ '-{l_ Y i='~Tfi~r~T)"ITA *:j: ::;**-- --.------,----~.--.--
'~AXIMUM YEAR. 1'11'\1 ("111M YE/\R, AI/r=R.I\I~F;
?730. 19A4 40. 19~'>
MONTH
----------,O"C'"iTC------,-'>'1'1-.-'I-r9"5~7,----- 197 :--1:97,-2--------- ----------
NOV R32. 1957 '19. 19'>5
---------"O"r=,..,_r~,-----n2F'>.;::;9..:..--"lr9"'>~7,-----------c5n • --1"91; ')------------ ---------
.JAN 2'14. J.%1 5n. 19~4
FER 2'15. J.9A3 5n. 1954
MAR AR1. 19'>3 57. 19'>A
AP" 59 1 • 19 ~ '1 - ---'1'4"0-. -19 '> ~---------- -----
MAY 1312. 19'>4 1+73. 19'>3
--_._~-------_.~~._--_..._--,_.-
JUN RnR. 195~ 131. 19~7
JIJI. 3'>'>. 19'>4 1.33. 19~7--------';c7.7----~_;:_'_----cC=_,__---~,.;___c_ -..;,------------------AIJG 3B2. 19A'> lOA. 19'>2
SEP 599. 19'>J. 129. 19'>2------_.:=._----=--=-.:....:...-----':...:....:..::.....------"-"~ ---------- --- --- -- -- --- -----_.
---------------- ----------------------- ----------- -
***,"* M~AI\I ANI~IJIII_ FIJI"! _Q_~:rll ",,**':'
~IIXIMUM YEIIR MINIMIJ~ YEAR
394. 19~q 2nR. 1957
--------------------- ----------------_._----
----------------------------------- -----_._---
-~----~~-~--~--1524T600N I NIUH I KRIVER--At-ri iNfi.cHII<~ALASKA-~-- ~~
***** MEA~ nA[tY FlO~RY MO~TH *****
MONTH ---P;,-AX[MUM YEAR 'J~-Y - ----MTiliiMIIM- YE~Cn,fY-------AVER-A(;E
1000. [972 [2 58. 19~9 1 222.
650. 1964 2 44. 1969 29 123.
218. f'i65-19-------}0.--- -1966---;;0--- ~~ ----~".-
350. 1971 7 39. 1969 10 RR.
----500.----19~r;~ ~ 1.A ---44-;;- fqf;if--1 ~-rlcj-.
394. 1963 7 36. 1969 23 121.
500. 1970 2 34. 1963 1"- -------'rr;--. ~-
100. 1967 1 40. 1973 18 _ 57.
64- • 19 ";-4 ---1-----3b--;----- -19 74-rr-- -----49~-
80. 1970 26 36. 1974 1 53.
140. 19 7n ~-29---~-6--;;---l9T4- r ~ ~--1,-3-~













***-**-- y J: l\~L y i=ITiW"t)" r 1\ ****¥~------ -,-.-,.----,,_.--
___________,~:..:.A:..:.X:..:.[:.:.M.:.cI;:.:JM.:..:...__Y'_.._:_E:..:.A:..:.R ___'_M.:..:[:...N.:._r:...M:..:.I.:.cJM.:..:...___Y'----"-E::;:.A:..:.R AVER AG E
1220. 1974 104.
MONTH
***** MEAN MO~THtY Ftnw OATA *****
MAxrMUM YEAR MINIMUM YEAR
MAY 381. 1964 8r;;---r969
JIJN 238.1964 62.1969
,J LJ 1_ ---.'1'""2"4-.-,'-l~96 5 6 0 • 196 9 - ~---
AIJG 144-. 1966 48. 1969
SEP 199. 1966 55. 1~969
ocr 203. 1966 78. 1968-----~N,;;O"'V,----~----.,2C74c8'.-'lr9"6""i7--------;c4'1-. ~-~f----
DEC 70. 1967 42. 1965
JAN 62. 1972 37. 1974
FER 67. 1970 36. 1.974
MAR 108. 1970 37. 1974
APR 548. 1974 52. 1969
-------'-----=-'------=--_=-:-----'--- ~---------------~-----~----
---------------------------------------------~~------
***** ME~'~ ANNUAL FI_'JW nAn ***** _
MAXIMUM YEAR MI~rMIJM YEAR
139. 1965 76. 1970




15242000 KASILOF RIVER NEAR, KASILOF ALASKA
*,":'*" ivjl,A\1 IlA II.. Y FI.. lhl RY ",l'1Nf>--l ",,':,,:'-:'
',~A)(IMIT~1'--YF,\', !IAY - 7'11'\JI,~!I!'1 YfO'Ai.( I)'\,!
~-~~;----------'-'_.. "-_.-----_..--
nCT R720. 1957 1 I~70. 19S8 31
NDV 5230. 19~q 1 5Rn. 1955 3011 Er:?-5"'-0 •---- -19';7 - -- 1- --31i)-~- Tgs,,--"1;;
,JA~I 1510. 1970 1 ;>90. 195~ 1 71".
FE Rn:OO---=---l9-'7('\ --;'--i: '--7Ri):T(F)~----T5-"c:j~
MAL( lIon. 197n 1 23. I9S4 31 515.
API{ 7 '-J? 1 'j', 1 S 19. -------T"9~?--------IT7:
MAY 1200. 19~7;>5 20S. 19"4 1 S~4,---------,T;II"J~"I- --- -33 RO-.---f9'i8--3n- --40g-,---FJS4---C-- 1.'\"9.
JUL R390. 195 Q 31 131,0. 19S5 1 ~~AR,
AI , G 1 1'+00 • 19 " T-?5--"'Th-,,(j-;--T9"""--- -1" I;!)TIR ,
_________-:.:.':;:,E_P --"1""2"'2"'0:.:.0:..:,'-----'1=-.9'--5'---7'----"-14-'-----_.::.3:.:.2...:5...:0...:,_ 1_ 970 30_2'T,,:, __
------.--':'",-,,** ""71':Al{ '.. Y--''''CnV 1)7iTlI- *"£;:":,0:,--'
!~AXIMUM YEA', 1~1'11,~IIM YE~i.(
Inoo, 1957
***** M~~~I MONTHlY ~ln'~ nATA *****
~ AX 1MIJM YEA" MIN 1MII ..~ Y>'7i',-------------------------------.--
oc ,---- --"5Fl~--l:957-'-------7--5'r4-;---1-q'!)1i----------------- --
NOV 370~. 1957 ll~l, 1955
----"'l'i!:T;- -------TR~---Tg_5;> ""5-5l'l--; - -T9S')"----------
.IMI 1156. 1%8 290. 195~
FER 9S5. 19S1 2RO. 1,95" ---
MA~ 919. 1970 270. 1955
-----------i\P'~--------719. --"""[9 A5------------1T3-~ ,-i.'iS /,
MAY 9Rl. 19"7 2S4. 19A4---,;--;-II7;J~';--J-- ---1 R2 ~195:~---- -- ----8':>4:- -]"9S 2
,IUI_ 5513. 1958 ;> 093 •__........l'i_2..5 --------- _
AUG 1002'>. 19~7 41SR. 1_9"5
, Ep___ .lQ_4 R2 • 1 95 7. ._ ...2'.J"..:: ' 9 S 9 _ _
;'c**~~:~ IvlF.!\f\Il\NI\IUAI_ F!~r]\..1 I)'\TA ::;:::~*:{c::~
JV1/\ X I MtJ M y r: I\. I~ 1'-1 I I\f rMtJvJ Y ~-AT~----...,_··-·-·····~~ -_....._.-
iii 11\1 r
15266390 .~HI.A.I RIVE~ AT SOLDOTNA~,ALASKAT "'. "..... '...,,~ ,~ ,: ,~-,: -I r: \ I ) ~ T I Y r: 1_ il I "( "rl 1 . .
i\ ~r. r t'; I J :ij y r=!\. ~ 1 \ y,'i r Jf'I"I'l (-\~. 11\ Y 'x \/
i 1) ~
1 ,
T ') -; ~
'T-T": 7-;-'-"
1 ",_





,I l ') 1
i'"t.'IY It)!)li. 1 q'l·.···~ ,-111i\I).
"}Tl.,1 1 f~ "7 ill) • 'TY'~ ,T- - -:)T~~"'--"57)~'iTf';
.1111 1r-'1/(). 1.9l1 1/, ,','::>'1,
-- ---'-.----·---J\TT"·~,----"--- iiQ;)'). 1
SFD 7f.,p,nn .. lCll:~ ?/,. ~1;1i') l;,'}''""i
--- -n''":T---' 7Cr;'/)I)'~-- r-(TI;~r ,.';; r)lli\" 1'T,'l",-"
:'111 \f ( :) nn • 1 l}i '-I 1 1 '~,)) ~ 1 ;,j I '\ / q
~---~I~I-'-~i, ---:!'-7i\iT;~tj~ '~);':i-" -'--!r7"f~--- ---..----·-TCTT-:;----ly-·
,11\;\\ ,(i/)')'·) .. 1.<:';/,1.) 1'\ ·I·),'~ 1·1{/~ 7;
~--."--."-..__.-.-~--- -·"?;·-7!l-C);----Tl:i-;-c:r-· 1-'~-'- --q;-Y:"I-~ "'P::'T:'~-'- --q
1.1/'\ r~ :~; f1nn.. 1. 97'1 ..;') ,), n'l, 1<.1 /.1, ') 1
--'--'-'-..-----rro'~~-_.--- '-"'77"1D It I. 9" ,-
------_.._---_._-,----------
;:;;:~;: _,~~;: 'to':::i ,~, 1_ Y ,: I 11 ,1 J 1\ 1"\ .•..
-~--"-- ...-,.-~------~-,---~ -~·rn0"T'T::r---rE'yr-----·-··-·~-~·-·"7.'iTl-G,!71 ~--y~'':'\.?""'.--.
I. \) 1"J I ,
-.-~- ..-'-...-.~~;{;;: :o.:;,~ ;;:~y"',-r· ..j-rrlT'=l T:~r--:·r~n-~J--·-'T!;'T.~- '::';~"";- ':-T;·:"----·" ..~-·--·~
HI,lrll 1;\'(TI);·1 tr::(\'~ 1,,1(:;i 1j,1 I~:"!
i '\ I .~; ":\ '} I...
l~·---'TD'·'!.
.111.1 l";J,j-J.
1 q ~ (l.. 1 ,--; 7
S:-l. 7 ~~ ~ lLJ 11 .1
~) q r, 1 ~ 1. <.is ',~
1 ';3 1 ~ 1 Cl 7-1
·--l1.q;~-l·q-.r:;;;-'-·,--~·---~-·-'-·--·- - ..-----.~
1 [)/,'>i, 1 (,7.~
·_~-u 1. 3. -T~rT~--·---·"----·-'--
,it :+:' ... 1, q/',)
1. q 71
1. q '1 ,".
1, L)'l d




:)' -l./.. ?~._--;:1.'7l.0"}';... "u~









:~ ::: :~ ;;~ ,;: .! ;=~f~T:';,'j'\'T~''''T~'T'I'l!\['-;;,'- '~--;7r:
1h/ TiIi! J ,,1 Yr= !\/< I T. i ~ II ,I (,: i\ )
~--
I ., I '"
~---------._----------_.__._---_._-_.~ .._ .._-_._. -_ .. _-_.....
d I.i'l f' I '\ ~(T 'I I i 1'\ 1·' V
I,!·r.r 1/~\:)') .. 1,"':" 11
----,·"li'I"Ii-,- ----~-7r-.--,-I_'·:7)·( "-~--1-









I qI~,.1 ,~/, .~
~T77--~'--·-·
Cl
-)U:::r.:q li~i) .. 1(,
---.--"------ i:/I /\.,), -·--~··--·--l..<rr:..-·--f,·(I·~I-·-,
A.P;{ 1.?n .. 1.'_,1('1 :~(\ ,"l~ Iq/?
----------,i,i""Ii"'Y,- ------ ..~, 4.. 1 (.; -;""1--- ..---:rtl-·---··-,-1.'-;'-----·'---··1:'·~:F7--r'·'-· .,j----.-'-.-
,(1);'.1 1 qr)'l,. le/1?7 ?n, , 1 CJl1
-----------."1'~ITI- --·rJ~--:·1-i'~·-··~('q71.. j':f77-'~ ~ OJ
11.11(; 1,73:1,. ',971
----~------- --- - -r;Tl;=;--;--'-1:''97T
~:' ;;, ;:~ ;:~ ~:: Vi: .,\ ..~ 1_ y.: I !I .J;)--, T.fI., ":'~ ::~ ,
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'1 1\ ~< T"! I Jill V!:'\, ~, '-'1 I'I I I I 'il c~ i\ )
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-----.----~-....- - -- -"'--r\TTTi7-- --'3~-.-l.-r.:r;--;------- --------cr::::-:: ...._···TO'~~.:.l --'-~'--'--'-"
f);::r; llj? .. 1Q'1'-l 77. 1(,1<,\
"~-'-'--"~r- ....,,-,-~.--.-" ·-T3~----[9fTT··-·--·-----~:-· -TCT',;'::"--" --. - ..~.- ...- ..-"-,,,,-
I': Ei\ 1 1. n .. '. (1':' ; /1 ".~ , , q'( ,o,.
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.1111"l 7nn.. 1,97 1 ) '~L'30 1 1. L"'l:-~
-~--------- ·-:rrn:-··-------··--TT'~T97T-'·' .--.--~:.;-~+~ ..,-.- -rtG-C; - ..... ----~,---.----
1\ I J '-:, 7 -:, '1 .. " l-}"7 1 1. ~.r., ~ , (l 7 /."
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:< [ 1 J,., ··1 Thi T,·', I I \
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-----~- - ----_. --
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,.111 ;\1 ,:} ');;1 .. 1, q'-l q 1 /')
--------~-_._ .. ~-~TrT~----- ._- '-'T7~7i)-~-~--fCi7T----
1\11;;')7')').. '. 91,"'., I~







, n I, ~
1 () 1 :> 1
-----rT 77)--r--·
1 i.) I ~)
1.., ,
;::~};:;:~~::~:~ YI::\{I.! :1.,'11_1 Ilt\r·'\ ":;~~::~;:;
-------~---.-.. -- ----:-:l'\jTTnnn--TF7\:<,-- . ---------'·--:'Trrr~T'JT:r--'(;:=·'\'~-·-"-'-------"--
l Y'l 7
1.1I11HIl
-~.-------~!,.::-::~~:~ ;,'i: ;.1 ... -\ -TT'TTf\lT1-=n:Tr-":=-T~n',!-n,~:T'\ "',':T'"; '~;c~--
li],'\XTi',',lli,1 YI~,\~{ vlT'lf 11,1 y.'~;\':I,
ilr.T\l1.7 .. l.l.}lLJ (j'~, 1;J7'~
----i:Tl'1"\I------"7"))~--I:_lJTi~---------·u·JT--:~-',"';:rT?;-
ili~i~ '~!)l.J.. 1 (,J'1u j!~. lllTj
--~-:I"Gl-~---------'1"7t:'T~ \, \1 I (\ "~'---~'-'-~T7'----Tq77~u- - ----,-,-,,-,-- ..
I-=j:q l.q.') .. 1 ell') 1_1:\, 1.o7/~
-----~ ._._-_._-_._----_.... _.
ii l \), l.l1 .. l.t)7n l'~ .. ld7!~
!\j-J"< 9/~. 19SLl 1, -~ • 1 lll)
--------'--.7IY---------'--(~ 3 .. ll),~ q -- -------r.;""'J-;:---" T-(j77~~- -- ..._-,--",~._-
.IIJqIHii).. 1.9:'0 3':~) ~ ''-1/7
11 )I q ~ 3 .. 1. 9'7 1 . -----,- -::~ ? ·)-,--'·1"":{T"14·"-'-----~'-----·--'- .' ..------,-,---"-,,,-,-,.,--,
'\(J(~ 9nn .. 1971 )7'~ .. l,q::,q
._-_.- -- -- -_. - - ...._------_.--_.- -. - .
------~--.*~:~ ~:~ :,:~ ::: -'--ll~ '\ -\ I
I" ,~ ft' 1"'1 'II' ,\ "
1.97n
._-- ._~----~--
0\1 i-',11 I '\ Ii":-(-ILT"'T)i\-r\ ,,- ~--':..::'~·;'i:~- ..------,·-
i'>11!"-1 I ; i11,1 v i~ /\"-<.
-----------------------~--------~---_._.-.---_._-
15274600 CAMPBELL CREEK NEAR SPENARD, ALASKA
*****
r~ f, 1\ .\) f) 1\ 11_ Y FIJJI,j '1Y Mni~TH **::t::t:::
Mn,~ TH ~ 1\ X I '~Uj~ Y~AI< nAY Ml~I[MIJI~ Y~AR [HY .\11 FC( A';,=
nCT lA<. 197? 15 30. 19'>9 ~ 72,
NOV l3n. 1970 1 lR. 1973 30 't4.
n~c 1()f). 19(,7 31 1.2. 1973 15 31.
JA~J AO. 19'>8 1 4. 1974 ~q /I 1.
F;::R ~s. 19'>'1 10 2. 19":>9 3 14.
MAR ~4. 1970 1 ":>. 1971 1 1.4.
1\ PR A5. 191',A 24 7. 1.971 1 ?2 •
MAY ~()~. 191',A 31 11 • 1971 1 'j?, ,...
JU~I ~~2. 197? 1.1', ~R. 1.971 3 1.?0.
,JUL ~51',. 1971 ~R 1+ ? 1.9":>9 ?3 1 lA·~
AUG 4()":> • 1. 971. 9 4(). 1974 23 QR.
SEP ~"4. 1.%7
"
3(). 19":>9 23 ~q.
***** Y~AR~Y ~I_nl~ nATA *****
MAXIMUM Y;::I\R MINI'~IJI~ Y;::AC(
40". 1.971 2. 19":>9
***** M~A~I MONTHI_ Y FI_0 IN n AT A ~~**::':*MrJNTH MAXIMUM YEI\R MINIMlm Y;:: I\R
nCT I~A. 197~ 41. 1.9'>A
NOV AI. 197? ~3. 1973
nEC I', A. 1972 1.7. 1973
J A" 35. 1973 R. 1974
FER ~1. 191', Fl 7. 1974
1'1 AR 19. 1970 1',. 1971
APR 45. 19'> Fl A. 1971
MAY 90. 19" A 27. 1971
,IUN 1'>:2 • 19'> Fl RR • 19'> 9
.J UI_ 1 /+9 • 1971 70. 19'>9
AU G lR8. 1971 5'> • 1974
S;::P 159. 19'>7 35. 191',9
***** r4~I\N ANNIJI\L FI_OI,J OI\TA *"**"
4AXI14UM Y~I\" MI~IIMI)I~ Y~I\'<
71. 19'>7 3A. 19'>9
15275100 CHESTER CREEK AT ARCTIC BLVD. IN ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
~'c::~:':~** M~ ~I\I I)~TI_Y FUH '1Y ''In'\ITci .._......'- .'.....',~ .... -,- -,' ,-
"Ii IN r', '~~XT,~IIM YF~" II ~ Y '~Till{I~II~ yr-~i{ fJAY '\ \I r:..).'\ r"; F.
, I!.J'~ -) 1 • 19">8 q. l'J7n 17 lq ..
,111
'
.'+ 7. 1 'h'l ') r, 'I. 1'lln fl 1 q "
A11r, ">n. IY71 q 1/. 197!) 1+ 71..
S~P '>,. 19A7 ~ 11. 19'>9 9 ')3.
ncr I+~ .. 1971 1 (, 7. 1'1 , n 19 ?n' .. - "
1~i1V 33. 19A 7 ?l 'i. 197n 3n 1it"n~c 31). 197n / " 3. 1970 2 12.
,I A'~ ~4. 19AR :, ;> • 1971 /'; 11.
,: FA I">. 19">8 t} ? • 1.971 I u
M,~', 23. 197 L, 31 ? .. 1971 4 I 1 •
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